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Learning Outcomes
After this course, participants will be able to:
§ Participants will identify the principles that are 

central to a responsive feeding approach and apply 
these concepts in the context of a therapeutic 
intervention.

§ Participants will be able to identify how therapists 
can help parents to read their child’s nonverbal 
cues to promote comfortable and respectful 
feeding intervention.
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Learning Outcomes Cont’d
§ Participants will be able to identify oral motor skill 

development in children transitioning from purees 
to foods with greater texture.

§ Participants will be able to list at least 3 techniques 
to actively coach parents as they support their 
children in developing oral awareness.
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Learning Outcomes Cont’d
§ Participants will be able to list at least 3 

interventions to help children:
§  Participate in early tactile experiences that support 

comfort with varied sensory experiences around the 
face and mouth

§  Transition from eating smooth purees to eating purees 
with texture

§  Maintain comfort when trying new foods with different 
textures

§  Learn to avoid placing too much food in their mouths 
during mealtimes
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§ Each feeding experience has the potential to build 
trust or undermine trust (Black & Aboud, 2011)

§ Sensory comfort precedes skill development
§  Feeding is a developmental skill (Sheppard, 2005)
§ Experiences influence emergence of skills and 

development

Working Premises:
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§ When children organize sensory information, they 
can produce functional responses

§ When children actively participate in situations 
with sensory input they learn and grow 

Working Premises:
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How can we help parents support their 
child’s feeding development?
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Parents
§ Are the ones to feed their child day to day

§  Feedings take place 8-12x/day for infants
§  Feedings take place 5-8x/day for toddlers


§ Need options!
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Feeding & Bonding
“During the first year, infants and caregivers learn to 
recognize and interpret both verbal and nonverbal 

communication signals from one another. This 
reciprocal process forms a basis for the emotional 

bonding or attachment between infants and 
caregivers that is essential to healthy social-

emotional functioning.”
(Black & Aboud, 2011)
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Child trusts 
parents will 
feed her

Parent trusts 
child will want 
to eat

Building Trust

Photo by Dominika Roseclay from Pexels
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Responsive Parenting à Responsive Feeding

Prompt	 Respond	promptly	to	cues	of	hunger	and	satiety	

Emotionally	
Supportive	 No	pressure	 Focus	on	learning	

and	love	
Feed	patiently	
and	slowly	

Contingent	 Acknowledge	the	child's	
communication	

If	child	struggles,	experiment	with	
different	combinations,	tastes,	textures…		

Developmentally	
Appropriate	

Support	self-
feeding	

Model	positive	
behaviors	

Expose	to	new	foods,	
tastes,	textures	

(Black	&	Aboud,	2011)	
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#
Responsive Feeding#
#
#
GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES FOR 
COMPLEMENTARY 
FEEDING OF THE 
BREASTFED CHILD, 
PAHO/WHO, 2003#
!


Feed	infants	directly	and	assist	older	children	
when	they	feed	themselves,	being	sensitive	to	
their	hunger	and	satiety	cues;		

Feed	slowly	and	patiently,	and	encourage	
children	to	eat,	but	do	not	force	them;		

If	children	refuse	many	foods,	experiment	with	
different	food	combinations,	tastes,	textures	
and	methods	of	encouragement;			

Minimize	distractions	during	meals	if	the	child	
loses	interest	easily;	

Remember	that	feeding	times	are	periods	of	
learning	and	love	-	talk	to	children	during	
feeding,	with	eye	to	eye	contact 	 	
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Sensation and Feeding

Photo by Dominika Roseclay from Pexels

§ Touch
§ Smell
§ Taste
§ Vision
§ Vestibular
§ Proprioceptive
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Sensory Integration
“The organization of sensation for use.”
-Jean Ayres
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Sensory Integration and Function
§ Sensations must be perceived, organized, and 

interpreted
§ Sensation contributes to:

§  State regulation
§  Emotional regulation
§  Motor development
§  Social communication
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Sensory Systems
§  Interoception
§ Proprioception

§  Vestibular (Head movement through space)
§  Proprioceptive (Muscle & joint position)

§ Exteroception
§  Visual (Seeing)
§  Olfactory (Smell)
§  Gustatory (Taste)
§  Tactile (Touch)
§  Auditory (Hearing)
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Feeding is Sensory! 

18Photo by cottonbro from Pexels
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Sensory Development
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Sensory Skills in Infants
§  Infants are born with the sense of sight, hearing, 

smell, taste, and touch 
§  Touch: Babies receive tactile, proprioceptive, and 

vestibular input while in utero
§  Taste: Babies are born with a sense of taste. Babies 

prefer sweet tastes over sour or bitter tastes (Fewtrell, 
2017) 

§  Smell: Newborns have a keen sense of smell 
§  Breastfeeding crawl driven by smell and tactile input
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0-2 months
§  Emotional/Relational:

§  Parents learn infant’s changing cues
§  Parents are attentive and 

responsiveàbabies engage
§  Feeding is primary activity baby 

participates in with others
§  State Regulation: 

§  Achieve physiologic stability
§  Signal needs to parents
§  Parents may need to to calm baby 

prior to feeding
§  Sensory Experience: 

§  Baby processes input from 
environment and interactions with 
others

§  Visual skills mature 
 (Satter, 1995)
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#
 #
2-5 Months
§  Emotional/Relational:

§  Parents read infant’s changing 
cues

§  Feeding is primary activity baby 
participates in with others

§  Responsive parents, engaging 
infants, reciprocal 
communicationà attachment 
strengthens (Satter, 1995)

§  State Regulation: 
§  Social interactions are motivating 

for infant
§  Fussiness is normal
§  Co-regulation can help infant calm 

§  Sensory Experience: 
§  Can reinforce relationship
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#
 #

6-12 months
§  Emotional/Relational:

§  Readiness of infant to begin solids 
(Agostoni et al., 2008)

§  Readiness of parent to begin 
solids

§  Early stage of separation and 
individuation (Satter, 1995)  

§  State Regulation: 
§  Consistent sleep wake pattern
§  New sensory experiences can be 

dysregulating
§  Sensory Experience

§  Exploration with introduction of 
solids (Nederkoorn et al., 2018)

§  Exposure to smells, textures, etc.
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Co-Regulation à Self-Regulation 
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§ Co-Regulation: Attuning to and supporting another, 
through presence (Delahooke, 2019)

§  Infants learn self-regulation through experiences of 
co-regulation

§ Sensory input can contribute to attunement and 
support sensory and emotional development in 
children
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Feeding issues are 
complicated.

Children need to 
FEEL GOOD before 
they can eat.

(Edwards et al., 2015)
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§  Identify their infant’s state and help them get 
ready to eat

§  Interventions to promote regulation:
§  Skin-to-skin
§  Swaddling and Positioning
§  Parents can control timing, amount, tempo
§  Modify the environment 

                                                                          (Wu & Feng, 2019)

Parents Can:
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Experiences Impact Sensory 
Learning
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Trauma and Sensory Systems
§ Potentially traumatizing 

medical events/
experiences:
§  NICU stay
§  Intubation
§  Placement of NG or OG 

tubes
§  Anaphylaxis
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Polyvagal Theory (Porges)
§ Vagus nerve regulates autonomic nervous system
§ Neuroception: child’s nervous system turns on and 

off defensive behaviors based on cues that signal 
safety vs. cues that don’t

§ Three responses to threat or danger: fight, flight, or 
shutdown

§ Can use social connectedness as a means to 
mutually regulate physiological and behavioral state
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Why might a parent have difficulty 
recognizing and responding to a 

child’s difficulty with state regulation 
and/or sensory processing? 
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Parents May
§ Not be regulated themselves
§ Have elevated anxiety, stress, and/or fear as a 

result of past experiences (e.g., trauma)
§ Be focused on volume, ”good” behavior, and/or 

more highly valued foods
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(Black	&	Aboud,	2011)	
	



   Sensory and Solid Introduction
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Generalized 
and #
Discriminative 
Mouthing#
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Mouthing with Utensils
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How do we introduce children to solids in a way that 
helps them to enjoy flavor, learn skills, and 

participate in mealtimes?
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Taste	in	Utero	



Breastfed Babies

§  Flavor is present
§  Scent is present
§  Touch is present
§  Relationship is present
§  Child begins and ends 

the meal
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Breastfeeding and Flavor
§ Milk changes flavor based on mother’s diet 

(Menella, 1995)
§  Vanilla, mint, garlic, alcohol
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Introducing Tastes 
§ Recommended 

between 17 and 
26 weeks 
(Fewtrell, 2017)

§  Look for signs of 
interest
§  Positive tilt

§ On fingers
§ On utensils or 

teethers
42
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Introducing Taste 

Photo by Hồng Xuân Viên from Pexels 43



§  Identify their infant’s readiness cues for solids
§ Help their infant enjoy touching, mouthing, and 

small tastes
§ Help their infants to build comfort around their 

mouths
§  Follow their infant’s cues

Parents Can:
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Baby Tastes à Bigger Tastes
 

Photo by Andrea Piacquadio from Pexels
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Sensory Experience: Purees
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When Purees Are Not Easy
§ What is going well?

§  Look for comfort, start there
§ Give baby more control (work towards autonomy)

§  opportunities to visually inspect, touch puree, and bring 
her messy fingers to her mouth

§ Change the offer slowly, no surprises
§ Offer on different surface/utensil
§ Gradually increase texture

Q5
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Texture
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More Paths to Texture
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Puree with Crumbs: A Texture Bridge
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§  Look for enjoyment
§  Identify consistent sensory and relational 

aspects of these experiences
§ Support autonomy
§ Modify the offer
§ Wait to think about volume

Parents Can:
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Sensory Experience: Meltables
§ Offer a different sensory experience

§  Hard edges
§  Resistive

§ More sensory feedback
§  Crunch! àFeeling and sound

§ Dry sensation on a child’s fingers
§  Smooth, bumpy, or scratchy surface
§  crumbs
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Sensory Experience: Meltables
§ Explore texture of the meltable

§  Cereal, rice rusk, cracker, etc.
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§ Cerealà grainy, does not melt quickly
§ Rice rusk à melts fast into smooth puree
§ Cracker à melts into smooth paste



Meltables
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Meltables Modified
§ Explore size & 

presentation- 
sometimes BIGGER is 
better

§ May cause gagging
§ Crumbs
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Crumbs
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Sensory Experience: Soft Solids
§  Look for interest
§ Offer modified family foods
§ Consider impact of sensory qualities of foods:

§  Texture- slippery foods may be hard to hold or lead to 
gagging

§  Size-may influence a baby’s grasp
§  Flavor-may impact motivation
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When Soft Solids are Not Easy
§ Add texture with crumbs
§ Assist with feeding if 

accepted
§ Use with a dip
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When Soft Solids are Not Easy
§ Offer a fork
§ Give small quantities at a time
§ Offer pieces in a silicone feeder 
  pouch with handles
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Breaking down the task
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Gagging	 Choking	

•  Child	is	attempting	to	
clear	airway	by	
coughing	

•  Child	is	making	noise/
coughing	

•  Child	is	turning	red/
flushed	

	
Encourage	child	to	

cough	

•  Airway	is	blocked	
•  Child	is	silent	
•  Child	is	turning	blue	
	
	

	
	

	
Begin	CPR	

Gagging and Choking
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§ Practice responsive feeding
§  Look for enjoyment and adjust the offer
§ Modify the sensory aspects of foods
§ Support motor skills
§ Encourage self-feeding

Parents Can:
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Questions?	
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Contact Us:
§  karen@eatwithkaren.com
§  stephanie@cohenspeechandfeeding.com 
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